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ABSTRACT
X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION
OF GOLD PARTICLES DEPOSITED ON SiO2/Si SYSTEM
FERDÝKARADAª
M.S. in Chemistry
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. ªefik Süzer
July, 2003
Gold particles on SiO2/Si system were investigated by X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS) technique. A suitable reference point was first established in order to
investigate the physical/chemical factors affecting chemical shift of gold particles. Gold
particles were: i) deposited directly from aqueous solution, ii) capped with citrate agent
and then deposited, iii) reduced chemically by NaBH4 and deposited on SiO2/Si system.
In addition, gold particles were deposited onto different substrates (quartz, glass).
Similar chemical shift of Si4+ 2p and Au0 4f peak upon the application of external
bias gave a strong evidence to the assumption that SiO2 could be chosen as reference. In
addition, the derived Auger Parameters have shown that chemical shifts observed during
the application of external bias are solely due to charging.
It was shown that reduction and nucleation processes occur at the same time during
X-ray exposure when gold particles are deposited from aqueous solution. Differential
charging of gold particles was investigated by measuring the changes in: i) binding
energy, ii) FWHM and iii) intensity values of Au0 and Si4+ peaks. Our findings obtained
from Angle Resolved XPS method supported the assumption that gold particles deposited
from aqueous solution prefer to grow three-dimensionally.
Assuming the Si 2p binding energy of Si4+ peak as a reference, the binding energy of
gold particles is: i) 84.30 ± 0.05 eV when gold is deposited from aqueous solution, ii)
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V84.00 ± 0.05 when citrate capped gold particles are used, iii) 84.10 ± 0.05 when gold is
chemically reduced by NaBH4.
Vis-absorption and electrophoresis methods have shown that capped gold particles
have negative charges and they aggregate reversibly (i.e. without coagulation) when they
are deposited on SiO2/Si system from their aqueous solution (and transferred back).
Keywords: Gold, SiO2/Si, XPS, charging, Angle Resolved XPS, Application of an
External Bias, Auger Parameter, Citrate Capping, Reduction, Nucleation.
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ÖZET
SiO2/Si NUMUNESÝ ÜZERÝNE DEPOLANAN ALTIN PARÇACIKLARININ
X-IªINI FOTOELEKTRON SPEKTROSKOPÝSÝ YÖNTEMÝ ÝLE
ÝNCELENMESÝ
FERDÝKARADAª
Kimya Bölümü Yüksek Lisans Tezi
Tez Yönericisi: Prof. Dr. ªefik Süzer
Temmuz 2003
SiO2/Si numunesi üzerine depolanan altýn parçacýklarý X-ýºýný Fotoelektron
Spektroskopisi (XPS) yöntemi ile incelendi. Altýna ait tepede meydana gelen kimyasal
kaymaya sebep olan fiziksel/kimyasal etkenleri araºtýrmak için uygun bir referans noktasý
tespit edilmeye çalýºýldý. Altýn parçacýklarý; i) Au3+ sulu çözeltisi kullanýlarak doðrudan,
ii) sitrat bileºiðiyle kaplandýktan sonra, ii) NaBH4 ile kimyasal olarak indirgendikten
sonra SiO2/Si üzerinde depolandý. Ayrýca, altýn parçacýklarý farklý numuneler üzerinde
depolandý (cam, kuvars).
Numuneye dýºarýdan voltaj uygulanmasý ile Si4+ 2p ile Au0 4f tepelerinin benzer
kaymalar göstermesi SiO2 tabakasýnýn referans olarak kullanýlabileceðini gösterdi.
Hesaplanan Auger parametreleri ve dýºarýdan voltaj uygulanmasý ile Si4+ tepesinde
meydana gelen kaymanýn tamamiyle yük birikiminden kaynaklandýðýný gösterdi.
Altýn parçacýklarý sulu çözeltiden depolanýp, X-ýºýnlarýna maruz býrakýlmasý sonucu
indirgenme ve parçacýklarýn büyümesi iºlemlerinin birlikte meydana geldiði tespit edildi.
Bunun yanýsýra, altýn parçacýklarý üzerindeki diferansiyel yük birikimi, Au0 ile Si4+
tepelerinin; i) baðlanma enerjileri, ii) FWHM deðerleri, ve iii) ºiddetleri kýyaslanarak
araºtýrýlmýºtýr. Açýya baðlý XPS yöntemi ile altýn parçacýklarýnýn üç-boyutlu büyümeyi
tercih ettiðini gösteren veriler elde edildi.
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SiO2 tabakasýnýn Si 2p tepesinin referans olarak alýndýðýnda, Au0 tepesinin baðlanma
enerjisi; i) sulu çözeltiden depolanan altýn parçacýklarý için 84.30 ± 0.05 eV, ii) sitrat
kaplý altýn parçacýklarý için 84.00 ± 0.05 eV, iii) NaBH4 ile kimyasal olarak indirgenerek
elde edilen altýn parçacýklarý için 84.10 ± 0.05 eV olarak tespit edildi.
Görünür bölge soðurma bandlarýnýn takibi ve elektroforez yöntemi ise sitrat kaplý
altýn parçacýklarýnýn eksi yüke sahip olduklarýný ve SiO2/Si numunesi üzerinde depolanýp
tekrar çözeltiye alýndýðýnda, tersinir bir ºekilde toplandýklarýný –pýhtýlaºma olmadýðýný-
gösterdi.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Altýn, SiO2/Si, XPS, Yük Birikimi, Açýya Baðlý XPS, Dýºarýdan
Voltaj Uygulama Yöntemi, Auger Parametresi, Sitrat Kaplamasý, Ýndirgenme, Büyüme.
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11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Systems
Due to continuous progress in microelectronics industry for approximately thirty
years, MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology has received great attention since it
has been observed that these devices behave as both capacitors and transistors according
to the applied potential to the substrate [1]. Studies on different systems have been made
in order to find the most suitable combination for this trilayer system. Although Ge was
the first element used as semiconductor, today 98% of electronic industry production is
based on silicon. Furthermore, it is well known that SiO2/Si substrate is the most
appropriate substrate to use for oxide-semiconductor systems in MOS-devices because of
both its easy preparation and stability against many reactants. SiO2/Si system was chosen
because of its advantages over Ge, listed below;
- Si crystal has a relatively wider band gap (1.1 eV) than Ge (0.7 eV). This
difference results in that Si-devices can operate up to 150 oC whereas devices
made up of germanium can operate only up to 100 oC. Another result is that
silicon has a higher resistivity (2.3*105 ohm.cm) than germanium (47 ohm.cm).
- In addition to the easy preparation of SiO2 layer, it can be easily cleaned by
HF solution which has a good etching selectivity between SiO2 and Si as shown in
Figure 1.
- SiO2 is suitable for planar processing technology and is electrically insulator
(band gap is 9.65 eV).
- SiO2 is a good diffusion mask for common dopants such as B, P, As and Sb.
Considering that MOS systems consisting of SiO2/Si substrates have found
application in various fields such as optoelectronics, nanodevices, catalysis and chemical
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2sensors besides their use in microelectronics industry, different physical and chemical
properties of SiO2/Si substrate have been investigated in numerous studies [2-11].
Growth of a uniform thin oxide layer could be managed by thermal oxidation of Si
wafer as shown in Figure 1. Although silicon oxide could form different crystalline
structures such as quartz, tridymite and cristobalite, amorphous silicon oxide layer is
obtained by thermal oxidation where tetrahedral blocks, involving SiO4 units, form a
continuous random network [1,12].
Figure 1. Preparation and cleaning procedure for SiO2 layer on Si wafer
Covering the SiO2/Si substrate with a metallic layer, one obtains a MOS system.
Metals, which are unreactive to oxidation reactions, are preferred for MOS system. Gold
is one of the metals suitable for this purpose. Gold is known as one of the most stable
elements among noble metals with respect to oxidation reactions and to oxygen at
elevated temperatures. Especially due to its increasing importance in catalysis, several
studies have been performed dealing with gold nanoparticles deposited on oxides such as
TiO2, SiO2, Al2O3 [1i-15]. In this thesis, gold particles on SiO2(1-10 nm)/Si substrate are
investigated.
Oxidation;
Si thermal oxidation SiO2/Si
Uniform oxide layer
Cleaning with HF;
SiO2/Si HF Si
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3Being one of the noble metals, gold prefers to be in its metallic state and it is stable in
water. Positive reduction potential of Au3+ to its metallic state (1.5 V), also proves this
stability. In addition to +3 state, +1 state could also be formed with larger anions such as
bromide and iodide or with p-acceptor ligands such as PPh3 that stabilizes Au(I) [16,17].
Gold metal has cubic closed-packed crystal structure having a lattice constant of
407.8 pm. In Table 1 below, some properties of gold, silicon oxide and silicon are shown
to give brief information about their bulk properties.
Table 1. Data for Au, SiO2 and Si
Gold SiO2 Si
Structure Cubic Amorphous Cubic
Density (gr/cm3) [18] 19.32 2.2 2.33
Atomic density
(cm-3)
0.0978 0.0377 0.083
Conductivity
(ohm.cm)-1
5*107
conductor
1*10-18
insulator
4*10-5
semiconductor
Today's MOS technology allows the preparation of systems having a layer thickness
of about 100 nanometers [19,20]. However, studies devoted to MOS systems are aimed to
prepare systems with 5-10 nanometer thickness to decrease the size dimensions in the
new future. For this purpose, instruments sensitive to the surface properties are used to
investigate MOS systems such as secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Auger Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM), Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), etc. XPS is used in this
research.
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41.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, so-called XPS, is one of the most powerful
methods for surface analysis of solids, thin films and nanostructures. Surface analysis
simply deals the determination of the elemental composition of the outermost atom layers
of materials. With a more detailed analysis, information about the chemical binding state
and precise sites of atoms in the crystal structure, surface homogeneity and the state of
adsorbates can be obtained [21].
Figure 2. Classical representation of the creation of a photoelectron
The main logic of XPS is that, when a sample is subjected to X-rays having energy
greater or equal to the binding energy of an electron bound in the atom, a free electron,
the so-called the photoelectron, is emitted according to the Einstein relation stated below;
BE = hn - KE (1)
where BE is the binding energy of the electron, hn corresponds to the X-ray energy and
KE is the kinetic energy of the ejected (and detected) photoelectron. Representation of
equation (1) is shown in Figure 2.
Sample
hv KE
e-
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5Since photoelectrons interact strongly with the atoms around them due to their
negative charges, ultrahigh vacuum system (<10-8 torr) is needed in order to detect a
substantial portion of them. In addition, because electrons interact with the atoms of the
sample during the emission process, electrons, which are created near the surface, will
have greater chance to get out of the sample. As photoelectrons move through the sample,
they suffer of energy loss as a result of inelastic scatterings with atoms of the sample. The
sensitivity of the sample to photoelectrons can be determined by a term called inelastic
mean free path (l). The electron inelastic mean free path (IMFP) is the average distance,
measured along the trajectories that a particle with a given energy travels between
successive inelastic collisions in a substance. Because electrons emitted from deeper part
of the sample will lose considerable portion of energy, they will not be able to reach the
detector. Electrons can travel only a distance of 3l through the sample without any
significant energy loss. Accordingly, photoelectrons emitted from atoms close to surface
(<10 nm) reach the detector since the mean free path has a small value ranging from 2 to
4 nanometers for different atoms and electrons. This is why XPS is a surface sensitive
technique. Using this technique, one can investigate basically:
· the binding energy (obtained from the kinetic energy)
· intensity
· angular dependence
of the electrons emitted from the sample.
1.2.1 Binding Energy of an Electron
The energy of the X-rays is known and kinetic energy of photoelectrons is measured
with the electron-energy analyzer. Using these data, a spectrum, intensity versus the
binding energy, can be plotted as shown in Figure 3. Then, chemical analysis of a sample
can be made with binding energies obtained from the XPS-spectrum of the sample. In
other words, qualitative and chemical state information are obtained. As an example,
when Figure 3 is evaluated, one can conclude that sample surface (<10 nm) contains Cl,
Si and Au atoms. Furthermore, it can be said that Si atoms in the sample have 0 and +4
oxidation states since XPS gives information about the oxidation states of atoms.
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6Figure 3. A typical XPS spectrum (this work)
Electrons emitted from the 2p orbital of Si and Si4+ atoms have a binding energy
difference of approximately 4 eV (99.5 eV for Si, 103.5 eV for Si4+). Another point is
that all electrons emitted from non-s subshells (p,d,f) end up in doublets due spin-orbit
interaction as given in Table 2 [21,22].
Table 2. Spin-orbit-splitting values for some levels [19,23]
Level Spin orbit splitting
value (eV)
j-values Peak ratio
(2j + 1)
Si 2p 0.607 3/2, 1/2 2:1
Cl 2p 1.60 3/2, 1/2 2:1
Au 4f 3.67 5/2, 3/2 3:2
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71.2.2 Intensity Measurement
The intensity of the peaks give explicit data about the ratio of the atoms in the sample
described by the formula [21];
(2)
where A is the area of the corresponding peak in the spectrum, s is the photoionization
cross-section of the atom, and EK is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron emitted from
the corresponding atom.
1.2.3 Angle Resolved XPS
Surface sensitivity of XPS technique can be further enhanced down to 1-2 nm levels
by reducing the take-off angle of the photoelectrons. This is also useful for determining
the thicknesses of the layers and extracting information about the distribution of various
atoms/clusters within different overlayers [24,33]. For a bilayer system as shown in
Figure 4, relations 3 and 4 can be derived;
Figure 4. Two-layer system with an overlayer thickness d
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where IA¥ and IB¥ are the intensities for the bulk materials, d is the thickness of the
overlayer A, q is the take-off angle, lAA¥ is the attenuation length of A electrons in A
and lBA¥ is the attenuation length of B electrons in A. In order to obtain these
expressions, two assumptions are made;
· Layers are perfectly smooth.
· The bottom layer B is infinitely thick.
When one divides equation 3 with 4, equation 5 will be obtained.
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where K is formulated as [33];
(6)
where n is the atomic density, s is the photoionization cross-section.
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9Figure 5. a) X-ray photoelectron spectrum of SiO2/Si substrate at different take-off
angles, b) Si0 / Si4+ peak intensity ratio vs sin q (solid line is theoretical plot), c) Structure
of SiO2/Si system
As a simple model, SiO2/Si substrate can be used. As seen in Figure 5.a) and 5.b), by
decreasing the take-off angle, Si peak decreases substantially relative to Si4+ peak. As the
take-off angle is decreased, trajectory of electrons in the sample increases since the path
distance of electrons is related to ‘d/sinq’. This causes photoelectrons emitted from atoms
closer to sample surface to increase compared to those emitted from deeper part of the
sample. Considering this situation, the structure of SiO2/Si substrate can be illustrated as
shown in Figure 5.c).
1.3 Measurement of Binding Energy with XPS
Since the kinetic energy of electrons can easily be influenced by many instrumental
effects, each spectrum must be calibrated with respect to standards. Although there were
remarkable differences among the results of energy calibration values earlier, today
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calibration procedure is more straightforward [21,34-37]. For XPS instrument, energy
scales have been calibrated according to Cu 2p 3/2 and Au 4f 7/2 peaks for several peaks.
When nickel is used as referenceand the valence band of Ni atom is assumed at the Fermi
level, Au 4f 7/2 peak was measured at 83.98 ± 0.02 eV for Al Ka source and 84.00 ± 0.01
eV for Mg Ka source [38]. However, there usually occurs a shift from 84 eV as a result
of various factors. This shift is called chemical shift. Important characteristic properties
of the analyzed atom can be obtained using chemical shifts. A chemical shift measured in
a sample may be the result of several factors or combination of them. These factors can
be classified in two groups;
- Initial-state effects; which consist of factors that changes the core electron
energy levels prior to photoemission process,
- Final-state effects; which consist of factors resulting in changes to stabilize
the system after photoemission process.
In addition, there is one more factor called charging effect, accompanying the
photoemission process, which results as measured chemical shift. All these three effects
are explained briefly below;
1.3.1 Initial State Effects
These effects involve the factors that influence the atomic energy levels of the
element before the photoelectron is emitted. Basically the changes in the compositional
and structural features of the atom contribute to initial state effects.
1.3.1.1 Oxidation State of the Atom
Using XPS technique, same atoms with different oxidation states can be
differentiated. As an example, binding energy values for silicon 2p level with different
oxidation states are tabulated in Table 3. As the oxidation state of silicon goes to more
positive values, binding energy increases proportionally. As shown in Figure 6, Si 2p
peaks appears as well separated two peaks corresponding to SiO2 and Si.
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Table 3. Si 2p binding energy value for different silicon compounds [21,23]
Species Binding energy (eV)
Silicon 98.8 - 99.5
Carbides 99.9 - 100.9
Nitrides 101.5 - 102.2
Siloxanes 101.9 - 102.8
Oxides (Silica) 103.2 - 103.8
108 106 104 102 100 98 96
S i 2p
S i4+ 2p
B in d ing E nerg y
Figure 6. Si 2p X-ray photoelectron spectrum of SiO2/Si substrate (this work)
For gold as shown in Figure 7, the most commonly analyzed XPS feature is the 4f-
levels near 85 eV. The triplet peak observed is the result of convolution of four peaks;
corresponding to two spin-orbit doublets of Au3+ and Au.
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Figure 7. Representation of the combination of Au3+ and Au0 peaks (this work)
4f binding energy of gold in several oxidation states or gold cluster compounds with
different oxidation states have been reported to range from 84 to 87.6 eV, as given in
Table 4 [16,17].
Table 4. Binding energy value for different gold compounds [16,17]
Compound Binding Energy (eV)
Au 84
(PPh3)AuCl 85.2
(PPh3)AuI 85.4
(PPh3)AuCl3 87.5
(PPh3)AuI3 87.6
1.3.1.2 Local Environment Dependent Chemical Shift
X-Ray photoelectron spectra can also provide information about an element's
chemical environment. The chemical environment of an atom affects the strength with
which electrons are bound to it. Atoms associated with different chemical environments
produce peaks with slightly different binding energies, which is also referred to as
chemical shift. Table 5 gives binding energy values for different sodium compounds.
Binding energy change with the change of anion type shows the effect of chemical
environment explicitly.
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Table 5. Binding energy values for sodium compounds [23]
Compound Binding energy (eV)
NaF 1071.2
NaBF4 1072.7
NaBr 1071.7
NaH2PO4 1072.0
NaCl 1071.6
1.3.2 Final State Effects
When photoelectron is ejected from the atom, there will occur a hole in the core level
resulting in positive charge. Other energy levels of the emitted atom (intra-atomic) and
energy levels of neighbor atoms (extra-atomic) interact with this hole so as to stabilize
this positive charge resulting in a decrease in the energy of the atomic levels called
relaxation energy as illustrated in Figure 8. These factors serving to stabilize the
positively charged core-hole state are called final state effects. Particle-size and
environmental effects are types of final state effects [21].
Figure 8. Illustration for the stabilization of energy levels during photoemission
process (Final state effect)
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1.3.2.1 Final State Effect due to Local Environmental
Due to environment of the analyzed atom, Na(I) compounds are compared while
explaining the environment dependent shift as an initial state effect. When binding
energy of sodium and sodium chloride are considered, we realize a reverse relationship
between the chemical shift and the oxidation state. Although it is expected that binding
energy of sodium atom in NaCl should be larger than that of sodium metal, one observes
that binding energy values of the two species are not different from each other. This is the
result of response of conduction electrons to the hole created after photoemission due to
screening [39]. Na metal having a higher density of electrons at the Fermi level responds
to created hole much easier than those in ionic compounds.
Table 6. Binding energy values for sodium and sodium chloride
Compound Binding energy (eV)
Na 1071.8
NaCl 1071.6
NaBr 1071.7
NaF 1071.2
1.3.2.2 Particle-size Effect
It was established long ago that the particle size also affects the measured binding
energy. For example; Youngquist et al. prepared gold clusters on carbon with different
thicknesses to investigate the effect of physical environment on the binding energy [40].
Figure 9 shows the dependence of binding energy on the gold coverage (atoms/cm2).
Binding energy of gold cluster changes by about 0.6 eV as the gold thickness increases
from 0.1 ML to 10 ML. It is known that 1 monolayer (ML) which refers to the average
coverage of gold particles on the substrate surface is equal to approximately 1.5 *1015
atoms.cm-2. As the gold coverage decreases, binding energy shifts to more positive values
due to final-state effect. When the electrons are emitted from the sample, it will be more
difficult to stabilize the system as the gold coverage decreases. It is also noteworthy to
say that when gold cluster reaches to 1ML, binding energy of gold is about 0.3 eV higher
than that of bulk gold.
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Figure 9. Particle size dependence of binding energy of gold [40]
1.3.3 Charging Effect
As the electrons are emitted from the sample, a positive charge develops on the
substrate as shown in the Figure 10. If the sample is conducting, the positive charge due
to the ejected photoelectron is replenished instantaneously with an electron that is
withdrawn from the spectrometer ground. However, if the conductivity is not high, a
positive voltage starts to develop on the surface with respect to the spectrometer ground
resulting in a decrease in the atomic energy levels of the substrate as shown in Figure 11.
When charging is present, binding energy will then be equal to:
Figure 10. Schematic illustration of charging during photoemission
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EB = hn - EK - jS + C [41] (8)
where jS is the spectrometer work function and C is the change in the atomic energy
levels due to charging. It will be more difficult to emit an electron as the positive voltage
increases on the sample resulting in an increase in the measured chemical shift.
Figure 11. Change in atomic energy levels when charging is present
Contribution of C parameter to the measured chemical shift could be different for
substrates consisting of more than one layer according to the conducting behavior of the
cluster and the cluster-substrate interaction. This difference could also appear between
the same atoms of the substrate due to the morphological variations in the system [41].
This is called differential charging.
Although jS value in Equation 8 is determined by the calibration of the instrument,
determination of the contribution of charging (C) to the measured binding energy is not
easy. Determination of C-value has been one of the aims for scientists dealing with
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surface science for many years [42-49]. Chemical shift that is the result of charging effect
could be avoided by exposing surface to neutralizing flux of low energy electrons ‘flood
gun’ or selection of a suitable reference point to eliminate the contribution of charging to
the measured chemical shift [21]. In addition to these, external bias method can be
applied to investigate the occurrence and the contribution of charging to measured
chemical shift.
1.4 Application of an External Bias
In order to understand the charging behavior of samples, numerous efforts have been
performed using different techniques. One of the applicable methods to investigate the
effect of charging on the measured chemical shift is applying an external bias to the
sample with the set-up shown in Figure 12.a) [11]. When this method is applied to
SiO2/Si substrate, one can obtain XPS spectrum of SiO2/Si sample without and with
+10V and -10V as shown in Figure 12.b).
120 115 110 105 100 95 90 85
- DC+ DC
Grounded
Binding Energy(eV)
Figure 12. a) Schematic diagram of the XPS setup with external bias b) XPS of
SiO2/Si system without and with +10V and -10V
a) b)
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Although a shift is observed that is equal to the applied external bias, the measured
binding energy difference between Si4+ and Si0 is larger when negative bias is applied
and is smaller when positive voltage is applied as shown in Figure 13. Binding energy
difference of Si4+ 2p peak is about 0.3 eV going from –10V to +10V which is significant.
Figure 13. XPS spectrum of SiO2/Si system without and with +10V and –10V when
peaks are correlated according to Si0 2p peak [11]
During the course of X-ray exposure of the sample, secondary electrons are also
created. Emission of the secondary electrons from the sample is also influenced by
application of an external bias. When stray electrons are also considered, there are
different sources of electrons falling onto or emitted from the sample. Stray electrons and
formation of secondary electrons are illustrated in Figure 14. In addition, another electron
source (a filament) can also be introduced to increase the number of stray electrons
falling onto the sample. These electrons can also contribute to charge neutralization.
When positive external bias is applied, these electrons will be attracted by the substrate
surface for neutralization which causes binding energy difference between Si4+ and Si0 2p
peak to decrease. The same behavior will lead to increase in the binding energy
difference when negative bias is applied.
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Figure 14. Illustration of the formation of stray and secondary electrons
Auger parameters can be also determined to investigate the contribution of charging
to the measured binding energy difference.
1.5 Auger Parameter
During photoemission process, in addition to the formation of photoelectrons, Auger
electrons are produced where one electron drops down to fill the hole and another
electron is ejected during the filling of the hole The difference in the formation of
photoelectrons and Auger electrons are shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15. Production of photoelectron and Auger electron
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The concept of Auger parameter was evaluated when it was observed that chemical
shifts of photoelectrons and Auger electrons are different. Since there occurs a shift in
both peaks, the difference between their kinetic energies gives a characteristic property
for each system. By definition Auger parameter should be equal to a + hn where a is
equal to the difference between Si 2p and Si KLL lines in Figure 16. It was demonstrated
that the Auger Parameter is much more sensitive to chemical and physical differences
[39, 50-52].
Figure 16. Measurement of a-value for Si4+ and Si
1.6 Properties of SiO2/Si System as Determined by XPS
Extensive effort has been devoted to the XPS properties of SiO2/Si substrate in order to
investigate electronic properties of the substrate and to understand the composition of
SiO2/Si system. Studies, aiming this, have shown that binding energy difference increases
from 3.2 to 5.0 eV as the SiO2 thickness increases as shown in Figure 17 [2-5,7,8,11].
Although the exact reason for this behavior is not known explicitly, chemical shift is
thought to be the result of extra atomic relaxation energy –final state effect-or charging
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effect or the combination of the two factors. Ishizaka and Iwata have proposed that this
chemical shift is solely due to differential charging and the exact binding energy
difference between Si4+ and Si0 2p peaks is 3.0 ± 0.2 eV [5]. However, Zhang et al. stated
that the shift of the Si4+ 2p peak is due to the change in the extra atomic relaxation energy
as the oxide thickness changes from 0.6 to 3 nm. They claimed that they avoided initial
state effects and measured only the final state effects by preparing Si8H8O12 clusters
on the
Figure 17. Increase in the binding energy of Si4+ 2p peak with the increase in SiO2
thickness when Si 2p peak is chosen as the reference
Si(100) surface [3,4]. They also reported that when the oxide thickness gets thicker than 3
nm, differential charging effect occurs, and the shift for oxide thicker than 3 nm is the
result of differential charging. Kobayashi et al. who covered the top of silicon oxide layer
by Pd overlayer (~ 3 nm) in order to prevent most of the differential charging on the SiO2
layer, also put this claim forward [8]. Recently, Süzer and Ulgut observed that differential
charging is present in the SiO2/Si system down to a thickness of 1 nm by applying
external bias method to SiO2/Si substrate [11]. Figure 18 explains the results of their
study briefly. The differential charging is measured when oxide thickness is about 1 nm
and contribution of charging increases as the oxide thickness increases.
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1.7 Preparation of Gold Particles:
Considering the factors that influence measured binding energy and methods to
separate these factors listed above, chemical shift of gold particles on SiO2/Si substrate
will be investigated to gain information about the interaction between SiO2 and gold
particles. Since it is observed that properties of metal particles change considerably with
the change in their particle size, gold atoms with different sizes, and preparation methods
are employed.
1.7.1 Deposition of Gold Particles from Aqueous Solution
Besides general deposition techniques such as electrochemical [53,54], chemical
(electroless) [55] and physical vapor deposition methods [56-60], gold can also be
deposited from AuCl4- aqueous solution on SiO2/Si substrate [61-63] with subsequent
reduction by X-ray and nucleation of gold particles.
1.7.1.1 Reduction Process
As explained previously, electrons from the analyzed sample are emitted during
photoemission process. As the emission progresses, the electrons created (mostly
secondary electrons) may also induce reduction of the atom analyzed. The effect of active
sites of silicon surface on the reduction was also emphasized in addition to secondary
electrons created [64]. It was reported that reduction process is valid for metals that have
Figure 18. a) Variation of the Si 2p binding
energy difference between the oxide and
substrate with the thickness of the oxide layer
recorded without and with application of +10
and –10V bias, b) Variation of the binding
energy difference between the sample subjected
to –10 and +10V bias with the thickness of the
oxide layer.
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positive reduction potentials such as Au3+(+1.5 V) and Hg2+ (+0.9 V) while no reduction
was observed for metals having negative or small reduction potentials, indicating that a
straight correlation could be established between electrochemical reduction potentials and
the reduction by X-rays.
Figure 19. Reduction of Au3+ during photoemission process
1.7.1.2 Nucleation and Growth
Reduction process during photoemission will result in the formation of Auo particles
within the Au3+ salt on the substrate. Since the structure of the reduced gold particles
affects the measured binding energy of Au particles, investigation of the structure of gold
particles and possible mechanisms of the reduction process should be the first aim.
Possible reduction mechanisms are shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20. Possible reaction mechanisms for the reduction of gold on SiO2 substrate,
a) before X-ray exposure, b) movement of reduced gold atoms from Au3+ atoms, c)
nucleation process, d) i) growth of reduced gold particles via forming island-like
structures (3D-growth) among within Au3+ salt, ii) growth of reduced gold particles via
forming island-like structures (3D-growth) -further to Au3+ salt-, iii) growth of reduced
gold particles on the substrate two-dimensionally (2D-growth)
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Following the X-ray exposure, reduction process continues with the movement of
reduced gold particles to combine with each other. This process is called nucleation,
which is briefly the tendency of populations to cluster in settlements of increasing size
and density, and is the necessary step for the growth of particles. During nucleation
process, reduced gold atoms with the combining of a few gold atoms to form a more
stable nanostructure. When the amount of reduced gold particles increase on the surface
and more than a few gold atoms begin to combine, growth process begins. Considering
that gold has one of the largest cohesive energies (3.81 eV/atom [65]) among metals,
three possible growth mechanisms are suggested for gold clusters as shown in Figure 20.
First mechanism is the three-dimensional growth where gold particles form island-like
structures within Au3+ salt. Second mechanism differs in that gold particles form island-
like structures after they leave from Au3+ salt. Final possible mechanism is quasi-two-
dimensional (2D) growth of gold particles on the SiO2 surface via covering the substrate
surface smoothly. Goodman et al. reported that gold particles deposited on silica surface
with physical vapor deposition method grow two-dimensionally after the coverage
reaches 0.1 ML (monolayers) whereas particles prefers to grow three-dimensionally until
the coverage reaches 0.1 ML (1 ML @ 1.5*1015 atoms.cm-2). Noting that monolayer is
related to the atomic density of gold particles (cm-2), gold prefers to grow two-
dimensionally when 10% of the substrate surface is covered with gold particles. Part of
this thesis is devoted to enlighten the mechanism of this process.
1.7.2 Capped Gold Particles
Since metal nanoparticles have received great attention due their importance in future
MOS-design, numerous investigations have been performed on capped gold particles
since the effect of citrate ions on the preparation of gold nanoparticles had been
understood [66-68]. Turkevich et al. observed a wine red colour when they heat a
solution containing tetrachloroaurate(III), AuCl4-, and trisodiumcitrate to 60-80oC [66].
By means of citrate reagent, the size of gold particles can be controlled and capped gold
particles having a mean radius of 8 - 10 nm could be prepared as shown in Figure 21
[69]. Citrate ions serve as both reducing and capping agents during the procedure.
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Figure 21. Preparation of citrate capped gold particles
Properties of citrate capped gold particles could be listed as follows:
· When one considers a citrate capped nanoparticle having a diameter of 10 nm, the
number of gold atoms can be estimated as 5*104 per one nanoparticle.
· Besides their easy preparation as shown in Figure 21, a sharp absorption peak of
citrate capped gold nanoparticles at 523 nm due to the oscillations of electrons in the
valance band is used for the characterization of these nanoparticles as shown in Figure 22
[68-72].
Figure 22. a) TEM image [69] (scale bar is 7 nm) and b) Vis-absorption spectrum of
citrate capped gold nanoparticles (this work)
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· Another characteristics of citrate capped gold particles is the shift of absorption
bands to wavelengths higher than 523 nm with the increase in particle size (Figure 23)
[68,70].
Figure 23. Change of absorption wavelength with cluster size (this work)
In addition to the Vis-absorption method, estimation of particle size could also be
obtained by electrophoretic methods. In electrophoresis, charged particles travel different
path in the gel with the applied voltage. Speeds of the particles vary according to their
charges, sizes and certain properties of the gel. The smaller the size of the species has and
the greater the charge it has, the faster it runs in the gel. Electrophoresis apparatus is
shown in Figure 24.
Figure 24. A simple schematic of
electrophoresis method
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· It is also known that citrate agent that covers the gold particles could be replaced
by many anions which have oxygen, nitrogen or sulfur consisting functional groups such
as sulfate, phosphate, carbonate and tannic acid without changing the Vis-characteristics
of gold nanoparticles. This behavior of gold particles allows them to be used in specific
reactions, which are selective to the molecule that serves as a capping agent [68,71].
· Absorption peak of gold particles in different solvents could shift to higher/lower
wavelengths according to the dielectric constant of the solvent [68,72].
· When capped gold particles are deposited on silicon surface, gold particles
combine with each other without increasing the particle size [73,74]. This process is
called aggregation where the difference between aggregation and growth are illustrated in
Figure 25.
Figure 25. Growth and aggregation of capped gold nanoparticles
As also illustrated in Figure 25, citrate capped gold nanoparticles have minus charge
surrounding the nanoparticle due to the citrate anion [75,76]. Therefore, it should be
pointed out that citrate capped gold particles may also contribute to the chemical shift not
only by changing the particle size but also due to their charging capacity. The effect of
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particle size and the type of the capping agent on the measured binding energy will be
discussed in this thesis.
1.7.3 Chemically Reduced Gold Particles
Due to its positive reduction potential, Au(III) could also be reduced to its metallic
state by the means of mild reducing agents such as NaBH4 [71]. Since particle size is not
controlled by any factor, larger gold particles are prepared compared to capped gold
nanoparticles.
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2. AIM OF THE PRESENT WORK
The reasons for the measured chemical shift of gold particles on the SiO2/Si substrate
will be discussed in order to investigate the nature of the interaction -physical or
chemical- between gold and silicon dioxide substrate. Gold particles in different matrices
and with different particle sizes have been prepared and investigated for this purpose.
Although there could be many factors contributing to the measured chemical shift,
some factors such as charging, could be avoided when suitable methods are applied.
When a suitable reference point is chosen, which has similar charging behavior to that of
gold, charging effect could be subtracted from measured chemical shift of gold. One of
the purposes of the present thesis is to designate the reference point when gold particles
are considered. In addition to choosing a reference point, application of external bias
technique and Auger Parameter method will also be used to investigate the contribution
of charging to the measured chemical shifts.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 Reagents
p-doped Si (100) wafers were used throughout this work. HAuCl4.H2O, sodium
citrate, tannic acid, sodium sulfate, NaBH4, glycerol purchased from Aldrich, agarose
from Prona, TAE (tris, acetic acid, EDTA mixture) buffer from Cole-Parmer were used.
3.2 Procedure
3.2.1 Preparation of SiO2/Si System
Si (100) substrate was allowed to stay in concentrated HF solution for 45-60 seconds
to remove native oxide layer and rinsed with deionized water and dried. Clean Si (100)
samples were heated in air at 5000C using furnace. Duration of heating was varied from 1
to 4 hours to have SiO2/Si systems with different oxide thicknesses (~3 to 9 nm).
3.2.2 Preparation of Au (AuCl4-)/SiO2/Si System
After SiO2/Si system was prepared thermally, either the substrate was allowed to stay
in solution containing ~0.034 % (w/v) of tetrachloroauric acid for various durations or
tetrachloroauric acid of the same concentration was dropped on the substrate and kept in
air at room temperature until water is evaporated.
3.2.3 Preparation of Au (capped)/SiO2/Si System
120 mL of 0.008 % (w/v) solution of tetrachloroauric acid were heated to 700C. Then,
1 mL of 7.6 % (w/v) solution of sodium citrate was added to the gold solution (pH » 4.5).
The mixture was stirred at 700C for 3 hours followed by cooling. Solution turned to a
color of wine red indicating the formation of citrate capped gold particles. In addition,
absorption band at 523 nm observed by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy indicated the
formation of capped gold particles.
To prepare tannic acid- citrate capped gold particles, 2 mL of 1 % (w/v) solution of
tannic acid were added together with 1 mL of 7.6 % (w/v) solution of sodium citrate to
the gold solution at the beginning. The same procedure was applied as in the previous
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section and tannic acid-citrate capped gold particles were prepared which have similar
optical properties.
Finally, gold particles whose surfaces were passivated with sulfate anions were also
prepared. In order to isolate gold particles from excess citrate and tannic acid buffer, 1 g
of sodium sulfate was added to a solution of 20 mL of tannic acid-citrate capped gold
particles. Solution was centrifuged and liquid part was discarded. Collected gold particles
were washed with minimal amount of distilled water and centrifuged again. Liquid part
was discarded again and precipitate was redissolved in water for optical characterization
[68].
The same procedure, which was applied in previous sections, was used to deposit
capped gold nanoparticles on SiO2/Si substrate.
3.2.4 Preparation of Au (reduced with NaBH4)/SiO2/Si System
0.1 g of NaBH4 was added to 10 mL of tetrachloroauric acid solution of 0.034 %
(w/v) to reduce gold to its metallic state. Chemically reduced gold particles were
deposited on SiO2/Si substrate as explained in previous sections.
3.3 Instrumentation
3.3.1 XPS Studies
KRATOS ES300 spectrometer with a Mg Ka (not monochromatized) source at 1253.6
eV was used to record XPS spectra. The base pressure was kept below 10-8 torr
throughout the measurements. XPS peaks were fitted using XPSPEAK 4.0 fitting
program. An angle of 90o was used as take-off angle.
3.3.2 Vis-absorption Studies
Vis-absorption spectra were recorded using the double beam Varian Cary 5
spectrophotometer with a scan rate of 90 nm/min over the wavelength range from 1400
nm to 350 nm.
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In order to have Vis-absorption spectra of capped gold particles, they were measured
directly by using a plastic cuvette. Then, solutions of capped gold particles were dropped
on glass/quartz and dried in air at room temperature to form uniform films. After Vis-
absorption spectra of these films were taken, films were inserted in minimal amount of
deionized water to dissolve capped gold particles on the substrate. Substrates were
removed from the solution and Vis-absorption spectra of solutions were taken again to
observe whether there has occurred any shift in the absorption peak.
3.3.3 Electrophoresis Studies
10 mL of glycerol was added to 30 mL of solution containing capped gold particles (3:1
volume ratio) to prevent the solution to disperse in TAE buffer during electrophoresis.
150 ml of solution containing 1 g of agarose was prepared. The resulting solution was
boiled until the milky color disappeared and cooled. Then, agarose solution was poured
on the gel bed, which was taped from both ends. This was followed by placing the gel
comb instantly into the desired slot. Solution was allowed to cool until it turns opaque.
Gel tapes were removed from each end and comb was removed gently. Tray was placed
in the compartment. Enough TAE buffer was added to fill both reservoirs and overflow
the surface of the gel to a depth of 2-3 mm. After samples were loaded into the sample
wells, voltage was applied to both ends of the unit (100V) as shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26. Apparatus for electrophoresis
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4. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Choosing the Reference Point
As in all spectroscopic techniques, a reference point is also required to determine the
binding energies in XPS technique. In order to choose a reference point for gold particles
on SiO2/Si system, firstly, charging characteristics of Au(AuCl4-)/SiO2/Si system must be
investigated. To separate the chemical shift due to the charging of gold clusters and to
determine the binding energy of gold cluster more accurately, a reference point should be
chosen, which shows similar charging to that of the gold layer. Spectra of two
Au(AuCl4-)/ SiO2/Si systems with different thicknesses of SiO2 layer that are equal to 5.3
nm and 1.2 nm are shown in Figure 27. It is clearly seen that gold layer shifts in the same
direction of the Si4+ peak, indicating a similarity in the charging characteristics of SiO2
and gold layer. So Si4+ peak could be used as the reference peak while studying gold
clusters.
110 105 100 95 90 85 80
Au0Si0Si4+
Binding energy (eV)
Figure 27. XPS Spectra of Au(AuCl4-)/SiO2/Si systems with different SiO2
thicknesses
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Similar shifts have also been observed when external bias is applied to the substrate
as shown in Figure 28. Binding energy difference between Si4+ and Au0 does not change
significantly despite the change in binding energy difference between Si4+ and Si0 as
tabulated in Table 7 reinforcing our conclusion that SiO2 layer could be used as the
reference peak while studying gold clusters.
Figure 28. XPS Spectra of Au(citrate)/SiO2/Si system without and with +10V and –
10V external bias
Table 7. Measured binding energy values of the sample containing citrate capped
gold particles on SiO2/Si
DBE (Si4+ - Si0) (eV) DBE (Si4+ - Au0) (eV)
+10 V 3.92 19.11
Grnd 4.28 19.16
-10 V 4.47 19.13
110 105 100 95 90 85 80 75
Si0 Au0Si4+
grnd
-10V
+10V
Binding Energy (eV)
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The second problem is to select a reference point for the reference peak (i.e. Si4+). For
this purpose, gold is deposited on SiO2/Si system using physical vapor deposition
method. Using this method, a gold layer having a definite thickness of uniform gold layer
could be grown on SiO2/Si system. Three different samples with gold coverages of 0.5, 3,
5 nm were prepared. Since no significant binding energy difference between Si4+ and Au0
was observed among these samples, it is assumed that all of the samples behave like bulk
gold. Noting the fact that XPS is a surface sensitive technique within a thickness of less
than 20 nm, this assumption is valid. Accordingly, the binding energy difference between
Au 4f and Si4+ 2p can be taken as 19.43 eV when sample having a gold coverage of 3 nm
is used as shown in Figure 29. When the binding energy of Au 4f peak is taken as 84.00
eV which is the value for bulk gold, the binding energy for Si4+ 2p peak becomes 103.43
eV which will be used as our reference point.
It should be also noted that discussion for a suitable reference point will be continued
throughout the thesis to establish if the SiO2 layer is the right choice. Although direct
interaction of SiO2 layer with gold particles supports this assumption, experiments about
gold particles with different cluster size and in different matrices will lead us to make a
more convincing conclusion.
Au0Si0Si4+
110 105 100 95 90 85 80 75
1 9 .4 3 e V
DE (S i4 + - A u )
B in d in g e n e rg y (e V )
Figure 29. Measurement of reference binding energy for Si4+
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4.2 Gold particles on SiO2/Si Substrate Deposited from Solution
4.2.1 X-ray Induced Reduction of Au3+
As explained in the introduction part, certain metal ions with large positive reduction
potentials are easily reduced during the exposure to X-Rays [63,64]. As also shown in
Figure 30, Au3+ is reduced to its metallic state during X-ray exposure. Increase in the Au0
peak at the expense of Au3+ peak with time indicates explicitly the reduction.
1 1 5 1 1 0 1 0 5 1 0 0 9 5 9 0 8 5
S i 4 + S i 0
t im e
A u 3 + A u 0
B in d in g e n e rg y (e V )
Figure 30. Reduction of Au3+ during X-ray Exposure
In order to compare the concentrations of Au3+ and Au0 atoms on the substrate
surface explicitly, Au3+ and Au0 peak areas ratioed against Si4+ peak area with time and
the measured binding energy difference are plotted in Figure 31. Both plots have
exponential behavior indicating that most of the reduction process occurred in
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approximately in the first three hours of the X-ray exposure and the rate of reduction
process decreases as concentration of the Au3+ atoms decreases.
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In addition to the X-ray induced reduction of Au3+, a shift in the binding energy of
Au0 is also observed. It is well-known that binding energy of gold decreases to that of
bulk gold as the particle size of the gold cluster increases and approaches to bulk gold
[40, 60, 77]. As shown in Figure 31.b), the binding energy difference between Au0 and
Si4+ peaks increases from 18.12 eV to 18.91 eV, hence the binding energy of gold
decreases about 0.79 eV indicating possibly a nucleation and growth process.
Exponential behavior shows that the rate of nucleation process decreases with time
similar to rate of reduction process. Resemblance of both plots in Figure 31 gives strong
evidence that reduction and nucleation processes occur together. Shift in binding energy
of gold can be seen more explicitly in Figure 32 where only the initial and final spectra
are shown.
a) b)
Figure 31. a) Atomic ratios of Au3+ and Au0 peaks to Si4+ peak vs time (intensity
ratios were calculated by dividing the peak ratios with the photo-ionization cross-
sections, s(Au 4f7/2+ Au 4f5/2) = 17.47, s(Si 2p3/2+ Si 2p1/2) = 0.865) b) Binding energy
difference between Au0 and Si4+ peaks vs time
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Figure 32. Initial (after 0.5 hour) and final (after 16 hours) X-ray photoelectron
spectra of gold sample deposited from aqueous solution (with X-ray power= 50 W)
When Si4+ 2p peak (103.43 eV) is taken as reference, BE of Au0 is calculated as
going from 85.31 to 84.52 eV. Goodman et al. reported a similar study where binding
energy of gold with different gold coverages are measured and plotted as shown in Figure
33 [60]. Although Au0 particles were prepared with physical vapor deposition method in
their study, gold clusters deposited from solution gave similar results in our study.
According to Figure 33, binding energy of gold cluster changes about 1.8 eV as the gold
coverage increases from 0.1 ML to 25 ML. Using the plot depicted by Goodman, average
Figure 33. BE change of Au0 with coverage reported By Goodman [60]
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coverage of gold particles obtained from X-ray induced reduction increases from ~0.1
ML to ~4 ML in our study. One point that should be noted is that initial XPS spectrum
(t=0) of gold particles deposited from aqueous solution cannot be obtained since X-rays
needed to excite photoelectrons will also induce the reduction process. For this reason,
initial X-ray photoelectron spectrum where binding energy of Au0 is measured as 85.31
eV was obtained after approximately 30 minutes of X-ray exposure. This is why
Goodman measured a binding energy of 85.80 eV for small gold nanoparticles that is
greater than that of our initial binding energy of gold particles (85.31 eV) deposited from
aqueous solution. This could have been avoided by having the scans rapidly. As a matter
of fact, an initial binding energy of 85.65 eV is obtained after 6 minutes that is the onset
of X-ray exposure from another sample whose spectrum is obtained with quick scan. One
advantage of our procedure is that it is an in-situ process where reduction and nucleation
process occurs at the same time during the course of X-ray reduction. In addition to these,
it is observed that the binding energy of gold particles deposited from aqueous solution
(0.034% (w/v) of HAuCl4) could not reach the value of the bulk gold (84.00 eV).
Since FWHM also gives information about the particle-size of clusters, FWHM value of
gold peak vs time is plotted as shown in Figure 34. Exponential plot gives another
evidence of the nucleation process since FWHM of Au0 peak decreases from 2.25 to 1.85
eV [78].
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Figure 34. FWHM values for Au0 4f7/2 peak during X-ray exposure
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When differential charging occurs during photoemission, energies of atomic levels of
sample decrease due to the charge on the sample. The decrease in the energies of core
levels results in a decrease in the kinetic energy of photoelectrons and an apparent
increase in the binding energy of the atomic levels as stated earlier and shown again in
Figure 35.a). In addition, it is observed that the intensity of the detected photoelectrons
also increases as illustrated in Figure 35.b), where relative peak ratios of Si4+ to Si0 and
total Au –Au3+ and Au0- to Si4+ are plotted. It is observed that ratio of the total gold
intensity to Si4+ intensity ratio increases while Si4+ to Si0 ratio does not show any
significant change. Two factors may contribute to this; increase in Autotal / Si4+ ratio, (i)
gold atoms are migrated to the substrate surface during X-ray induced reduction so that
more electrons are emitted without significant attenuation, (ii) the charging also
influences the number of electrons emitted. While energies of atomic core levels decrease
due to charging, the intensity of photoelectrons also decreases since kinetic energy of
photoelectrons decreases. Increase in total Au to Si4+ ratio could show the decrease in
differential charging of gold layer.
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Figure 35. a) Decrease of atomic energy levels due to charging b) (Si4+/Si0) and
(Autot / Si4+) peak ratios during X-ray induced reduction of Au3+ (peak ratios are
normalized to unity initially)
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Considering that there should also be an oxidation process and tetrachloroauric acid is
used to deposit gold, Cl 2p peak has also been followed during the reduction of Au3+. The
Cl 2p peak similarly decreases while Au3+ is reduced to its metallic state as shown in
Figure 36. Therefore, the redox reaction may be written as:
Au3+ + 3e- ® Au
2Cl- ® Cl2 + 2e-
2Au3+ + 6Cl- ® 3Cl2 + 2Au
204 202 200 198 196 100 80
Au 4f
Cl 2p
24
16.5
7.5
4.0
2.9
1.8
1.3
0.8
0.5
0.2
0.1
time (h)
Binding energy (eV)Figure 36. Variation of Cl 2p and Au 4f 7/2 peaks during the course of X-ray
exposure
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When Au3+ is reduced to its metallic state, chloride (2p) peak must also decrease
with a similar trend according to the redox reaction written above. Since tetrachloroauric
acid is the only source for chloride anion and three chloride anion is oxidised to reduce
one gold atom, the intensity of Cl 2p peak should decrease to an intensity ratio of about 1
when Au3+ reduction is completed. As shown in Figure 37, a complete reduction of Au3+
to Au occurs after 16 hours as chloride concentration decreases to the expected range.
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Figure 37. Variation of chloride peak during the course of X-ray exposure
4.2.2 Investigation of the Structure of Gold Clusters Using ARXPS Method
It is possible to have an idea about the structure of gold layer on SiO2/Si system
deposited from aqueous solution using the Angle Resolved XPS (ARXPS) method. As
mentioned in the introduction part, theoretical graphs could be calculated for the intensity
ratio versus sinQ of a uniform bilayer system where Q is the take-off angle. When plots
are normalized to 1 at 90o, it is seen that the increase in the intensity ratio shows a
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logarithmic behavior for both SiO2/Si and Au/SiO2 systems as given in Figures 38 and 39,
respectively.
Figure 38. Theoretical graphs plotted sin q vs intensity ratio, a) (Si4+ / Si0),
b) (Au0 / Si4+)
When this method is applied to gold particles on SiO2/Si system deposited from
aqueous solution, the recorded spectra at three different angles (30o, 60o, 90o) are shown
in Figure 39 and the intensity ratio values measured at different angles are tabulated in
Table 8.
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Figure 39. XPS of Au(AuCl4-)/SiO2/Si system at different angles
Table 8. Intensity ratio data for Au(AuCl4-) / SiO2 / Si
Au0 / Si4+ Au0 / Si4+
(normalized)
Si4+ / Si0 Si4+ / Si0
(normalized)
90o 4.9 1.0 12.4 1.0
60o 5.8 1.2 12.7 1.2
30o 7.1 1.4 31.6 2.6
Decrease in the Au to Si4+ and Si4+ to Si ratios given in Table 8 is sufficient to
establish that Au layer is at the top, SiO2 is at the middle and Si is at the bottom as
expected. To have even more detailed information about the structure of gold particles,
different models can be constructed.
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It is well established that, upon heating, the silicon oxide layer grows simultaneously
and forms a smooth SiO2 layer on silicon having amorphous structure. In addition, it is
also known that gold particles prefer to have island-like 3D-structures rather than a
smooth 2D-structure [60]. However, there are no previous studies investigating the
structure of gold particles deposited from aqueous solutions. Hence we use Angle
Resolved XPS technique and theoretical models for elucidating the structure of
Au/SiO2/Si system. Considering that Au/Si4+ and Si4+/Si ratios are 4.9 and 12.4
respectively at 90o as given in Table 8, which corresponds to theoretical values of 0.22
nm Au layer and 8.6 nm of SiO2 layer, models shown in Figure 40 which have different
percentage coverage of gold are compared with experimental data. First model (100%
covered) represents the growth of gold particles two dimensionally (2D-growth), second
(50% covered) and third (25% covered) models represent the formation of island-like
structures (3D-growth). Height of gold particles increases as the gold coverage decreases
so as to keep the amount of gold atoms on the substrate constant.
Figure 40. Possible models for Au(AuCl4-)/SiO2/Si system
SiO2 layer in models that represent 3D gold structures (second and third models) can
be grouped into two regions according to the attenuation of the photoelectrons. The first
region is the clear SiO2 layer and the second is that covered with gold overlayer. Since
electrons emitted from the second region are totally attenuated by the gold layer and only
those emitted from the first region will reach the detector, the number of electrons
Au
SiO2
» 0.22 nm » 0.45 nm » 0.90 nm
100% covered 50% covered 25% covered
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emitted from these regions should be calculated separately. For this purpose, theoretical
values of Au0/Si4+ ratio are computed and are given in Table 9.
Table 9. Theoretical data of Au0/Si4+ intensity ratio for gold overlayer on SiO2 for
different thicknesses
Au0 / Si4+
ratio
0.2 nm 0.4 nm 0.9 nm 0.2 nm
normalized
0.4 nm
normalized
0.9 nm
normalized
90o 4.28 9.27 26.02 1.00 1.00 1.00
60o 4.99 10.93 32.08 1.17 1.18 1.23
30o 9.27 22.10 81.05 2.17 2.38 3.11
In addition, it is calculated that k value in equation 6 (pp.8) for Au / SiO2 system is
equal to 23.29 which represents the intensity ratio measured from a sample consisting of
same amounts of gold and SiO2 layer placed side by side, using the data in Table 10.
Table 10. Properties of Au, SiO2 and Si layer
Au SiO2 Si
Atomic density
(cm-3) 0.0978 0.0377 0.0830
Photoionization cross-
section (s) 17.470 (Au4f) 0.865 (Si 2p) 0.865 (Si 2p)
Attenuation length of
photoelectrons (l, nm) 1.2 [79] 2.7 [80] 2.3 [80]
As an example, when model that has 50% gold coverage is considered, 71.6% of
electrons emitted from the SiO2 layer that is covered with gold layer will reach the
detector at 90o according to equation 4 (pp.8). Using this value, a relationship between
two different SiO2 layers could be devised for island models. When the intensity of the
gold overlayer is taken as 9.27 considering the intensity ratio for gold overlayer of 0.4 nm
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and q is 90o, the intensity of SiO2 region under gold overlayer could be assumed to be
equal to 1 while the clear surface will be 1/0.716 = 1.397. Since it is 50% covered, total
intensity ratio is equal to;
IAu / ISi = 9.27 / (1 + 1.397) = 3.87 for q is 90o
When the same method is applied for three different angles for both models, Table 11
is obtained where intensity ratio values for three models with different percentage of gold
coverage are tabulated.
Table 11. Theoretical intensity ratio data for constructed models
50% covered model 25% covered model 5% covered model
IAu / ISi IAu / ISi
normalized
IAu / ISi IAu / ISi
normalized
IAu / ISi IAu / ISi
normalized
90o 3.87 1.00 3.54 1.00 1.23 1.00
60o 4.42 1.14 3.96 1.12 1.23 1.00
30o 7.49 1.94 5.61 1.58 1.23 1.00
Comparison of experimental results with theoretical data for the intensity ratio of Au0
to Si4+ indicates that experimental plot fits best to the theoretical plot of 25% gold
covered SiO2/Si substrate as shown in Figure 41. Gold overlayer has a thickness of 4 nm
for model having 5% of gold coverage. This prevents most of the photoelectrons emitted
from the SiO2 layer under to reach the detector. For this reason, it is assumed that
intensity ratio of Au0/Si4+ is independent of the take-off angle and it is normalized to 1
one for each take-off angle.
Similar calculations could be made using Si4+/Si0 ratio in addition to using Au0/Si4+
ratio. However, difficulty in measuring Si0 peak for the smaller angles may give rise to
considerable uncertainty.
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Figure 41. Comparison of intensity ratio (Au to Si4+) between experimental data
and constructed models
It is interesting that our oversimplified model is consistent with the claim that Au
forms island-like structures on SiO2/Si when it is deposited from aqueous solution.
4.3. Capped Gold Particles on SiO2/Si System
4.3.1 Gold Particles with Different Capping Agents on SiO2/Si System
Capped gold particles can easily be prepared having radius of about 2-50 nm and
having partial negative charge around gold atoms due to citrate agent [68-74]. When
these particles are deposited on SiO2/Si system, XPS spectra as given in Figure 42 are
recorded and the binding energy values are tabulated in Table 12. Binding energy
difference between Si4+ and Au0 is measured as about 19.50 eV for almost all of the
samples. When Si4+ peak is again correlated to 103.43 eV, binding energy of Au is equal
to 84.00 eV which is equal to that of bulk gold. This coincidence may be because of the
fact that final state effects due to particle size and charging effect cancel each other. In
order to have further information about the origin of these measured chemical shifts, XPS
properties of citrate capped nanoparticles on different substrates were also investigated.
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Figure 42. XPS Spectra of sulfate passivated citrate-tannic acid capped (1), citrate
capped (2) and tannic acid-citrate capped (3) gold particles on SiO2/Si system
Table 12. Binding energy of Au0 and Si4+ of of sulfate passivated citrate-tannic acid
capped (1), citrate capped (2) and tannic acid-citrate capped (3) gold particles on SiO2/Si
system when Si0 2p peak is correlated to 99.60 eV (Figure 42)
Sample BE (Si4+) BE (Au0) BE (Si4+-Au0) Si4+ / Si0 Au0 / Si4+
(1) 104.60 85.10 19.50 2.6 0.08
(2) 104.40 84.90 19.50 1.8 0.04
(3) 104.60 84.90 19.70 2.0 0.20
4.3.2 Capped Gold Particles on Different Substrates
In order to investigate the effect of the substrate on the binding energy of gold
particles, citrate capped gold particles are deposited on different substrates as shown in
Figure 43. In addition to SiO2/Si substrate, quartz composed of SiO2 units in diamond
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structure and glass consisting of sodium, calcium cations and silicates, are used.
Measured binding energy difference between Si4+ and Au0 is 19.47 and 19.43 eV for
SiO2/Si and quartz, respectively and decreases to 19.28 eV for the glass substrate. Noting
that precision of measuring binding energy difference is better than 0.05 eV, the derived
values for quartz and SiO2/Si system could be assumed to be similar and small binding
energy differences are the result of differential charging between gold clusters and oxide
layer or the cluster-size or the combination of both of them. When binding energy of Si4+
is correlated to 103.43 eV, the binding energy values of gold on quartz and SiO2/Si
system are very close to that of bulk gold, 84.00 eV. The measured shift (0.15 eV) for
glass substrate compared to quartz and SiO2/Si system indicate that substrate type also
affects the binding energy difference.
110 105 100 95 90 85 80
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Figure 43. XPS Spectra of citrate capped nanoparticles on SiO2/Si, on glass and on
quartz
4.3.3 Visible and Electrophoresis Studies
As mentioned in the introduction part, the particles-size of gold particles could be
followed by their sharp absorption peak at 523 nm [68-74]. Furthermore, it has been
reported that capped gold nanoparticles aggregate when they are deposited on a substrate.
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To investigate whether capped gold nanoparticles aggregate permanently on quartz and
glass, Vis-properties of capped gold particles in aqueous solution, deposited on the
substrate and those after transferred from the substrate back to aqueous solution are
compared as shown in Figure 45. Absorption peak at 523 nm shifts to higher wavelength
when solution is deposited on a solid substrate that is indicative of aggregation process
and shifts back to 523 nm when they are transferred back to the aqueous solution. This
fact shows that shift is only due to a soft aggregation which is reversible rather than a
coagulation process that is irreversible. Electrophoresis method can also be used to
investigate this property of capped gold particles since particles travel in the gel
according to their sizes and charges. For this purpose, solutions of gold nanoparticles
having absorption peaks of different wavelengths (~523-530 nm) have been prepared
where Vis-spectra are displayed in Figure 44. A similar trend is also observed in
electrophoresis as shown in Figure 46. The citrate capped gold nanoparticles have partial
negative charge since they move from cathode (-) to anode (+). The other point is that
sample(A) having the absorption peak of shortest wavelength travels the longest distance.
As the wavelength of absorption peak increases indicating the increase in particle-size,
the distance traveled (in the same period) decreases. A similar correlation could not be
observed between gold nanoparticles with different capping agents. This may because of
the fact that the charge on capping agents has a very strong pH dependence of the
medium.
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Figure 44. Vis-absorption spectra of citrate capped gold particles with different particle
sizes (Samples were prepared with same method explained in experimental part)
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Figure 45. i) Visible spectra of citrate capped gold particles (a) in aqueous solution
(as prepared), (b) deposited on quartz, and (c) after transferring the deposited
nanoclusters back into the aqueous solution, ii) Visible spectra of citrate capped gold
particles (a) in aqueous solution (as prepared), (b) deposited on glass, and (c) after
transferring the deposited nanoclusters back into the aqueous solution, iii) Visible
spectra of sulfate passivated citrate capped gold particles (a) in aqueous solution (as
prepared), (b) deposited on quartz, and (c) after transferring the deposited nanoclusters
back into the aqueous solution, iv) Visible spectra of sulfate passivated citrate capped
gold particles (a) in aqueous solution (as prepared), (b) deposited on glass, and (c) after
transferring the deposited nanoclusters back into the aqueous solution
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4.4 Chemically Reduced Gold Particles on SiO2/Si System
Gold particles are also reduced chemically by NaBH4 in aqueous solution and then
deposited on SiO2/Si substrate where an XPS spectrum is shown in Figure 47.
1 1 0 1 0 5 1 0 0 9 5 9 0 8 5 8 0
S i0
S i4 +
A u 0
B in d in g e n e r g y (e V )
Figure 47. XPS Spectrum of gold particles reduced chemically by NaBH4 deposited
on SiO2/Si system, Si0 peak is correlated at 99.60 eV, Au/Si4+ ratio is 0.1, Si4+/Si0 ratio is
2.0.
Binding energy difference between Au0 and Si4+ is measured as 19.30 eV, which
corresponds to 84.15 eV close to the binding energy of bulk gold. Since there is no
reagent that prevents the aggregation of gold particles to control their particle-size, gold
particles could easily aggregate. This may be the reason why gold particles reduced
chemically by NaBH4 have binding energy close to that of bulk gold.
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4.5 Gold Particles on SiO2/Si System with Different SiO2 Thickness Values
4.5.1 Au (aq) System with Different SiO2 Thickness Values
When gold is deposited from aqueous solution on SiO2/Si with different oxide layers,
it is observed that Au 4f7/2 peak shifts to higher binding energy with the increase in Si4+
2p peak as shown in Figure 48. Spectra are correlated to Si 2p peaks (99.6 eV) to show
these shifts clearly.
Figure 48. Au particles deposited from aqueous solution on SiO2/Si having different
thicknesses of SiO2 layer
Although a shift in Au 4f7/2 peak is observed as the thickness of SiO2 layer changes,
binding energy difference between Au0 and Si4+ stays constant as given in Table 13
indicating that charging behavior of gold particles is similar to that of SiO2 layer.
Moreover, binding energy of Au0 is approximately equal to 84.40 eV when Si4+ peak is
correlated to 103.43. Despite the variation in Au0/Si4+ ratio, it does not approach the
binding energy of bulk gold, 84.00 eV. This may be due to the structure of gold particles
or this is the result of the fact that insufficient amount of gold is deposited on SiO2/Si to
have bulk-like gold structure. From Figure 33, a gold coverage up to 20 ML is needed to
110 100 90 80
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Si4+
(1)
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Binding energy (eV)
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obtain bulk-like properties. Sample (3) having the largest Au/Si4+ intensity ratio has a
theoretical gold coverage of about 0.20 nm. When one assumes the radius of gold atom as
145 pm, it can be calculated that only a gold coverage of 0.7 ML was prepared which
supports the suggestion that there is insufficient amount of gold to have bulk-like
properties.
Table 13. Mesaured binding energies together with intensity ratio values for samples
having different SiO2 thickness values ((1), (2), (3) are samples prepared in similar
conditions having oxide layers with different thickness values and SiO2/Si system was
allowed to stay in aqueous gold solution for various durations)
Sample Si4+ Au BE (Si4+-Au) Si4+ / Si Au / Si4+
(1) 103.60 84.70 18.90 1.5 0.02
(2) 103.60 84.60 19.00 1.5 0.40
(3) 103.50 84.40 19.10 1.1 0.22
(4) 103.40 84.40 19.00 1.0 0.60
(5) 103.50 84.40 19.10 0.3 0.05
4.5.2 Au (capped with citrate) System with Different SiO2 Thickness Values
Binding energy of capped gold particles shifts similar to binding energy of SiO2 layer
as depicted in Figure 49 and Table 14.
Table 14. Mesaured binding energies together with intensity ratio values for samples
having different SiO2 thickness values ((6), (7), (8) and (9) are samples prepared in
similar conditions having oxide layer with different thicknesses and SiO2/Si system was
allowed to stay in aqueous gold solution for various durations)
Sample Si4+ Au BE (Si4+-Au) Si4+ / Si Au / Si4+
(6) 104.60 85.10 19.50 4.5 0.02
(7) 104.40 84.90 19.50 1.8 0.04
(8) 104.10 84.50 19.60 1.1 0.02
(9) 103.80 84.20 19.60 1.0 0.02
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Figure 49. Citrate capped Au particles on SiO2/Si substrates with different thickness
values
Furthermore, it can be concluded that binding energy difference is larger than those
deposited from aqueous solution considering the data in Table 14. It is also remarkable
that binding energy difference is independent on the thickness of SiO2 layer and gold
coverage.
4.5.3 Au (chemically reduced) System with Different SiO2 Thickness Values
Deposition of chemically reduced gold particles on SiO2/Si systems having different
thickness of SiO2 layer gave similar results like other gold particles. Measured binding
energies tabulated in Table 15 and shown in Figure 50 indicate that binding energy
difference between gold and SiO2 is large compared to gold particles deposited from
aqueous solution.
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Figure 50. Chemically reduced Au particles on SiO2/Si substrates with different
thickness values
Table 15. Mesaured binding energies together with intensity ratio values for samples
having different SiO2 thickness values ((10) and (11) are samples prepared in similar
conditions having oxide with different thickness values and SiO2/Si system was allowed
to stay in aqueous gold solution for various durations)
Sample Si4+ Au BE (Si4+-Au) Si4+ / Si Au / Si4+
(10) 104.20 85.10 19.10 2.0 0.1
(11) 103.50 84.20 19.30 0.6 0.3
Although binding energy of Si4+ 2p peak changes about 0.70 eV, binding energy
difference between Si4+ 2p and Au 4f7/2 peak changes about only 0.20 eV indicating that
both peaks shift to higher binding energy together.
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4.6 Application of an External Bias
Application of external bias to the sample causes changes in the binding energy of
Si4+ peak as explained in the introduction part. When spectra are correlated according to
Si0 2p peak, positive voltage causes a decrease in binding energy of Si4+ peak, and
negative voltage causes an increase. When the same procedure is applied to gold
particles on SiO2/Si sample, a similar shift is also observed in Si4+ 2p peak, in addition,
there occurs a similar shift in Au 4f7/2 peak as shown in Figure 51. However, the
measured binding energy difference between gold and Si4+ peaks stays constant as given
in Table 16.
Figure 51. XPS Spectra of Au (AuCl4-)/SiO2/Si system when DC-Bias is applied
Results obtained for other types of gold particles are also given in Table 16. Although
binding energy difference between Si4+ and Si0 changes about ~0.70 eV, binding energy
difference between Si4+ and Au0 changes only about ~0.20 eV when DC bias is applied.
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This little change compared to the binding energy difference between Si4+ and Si0 for
each type of gold cluster supports the suggestion that the measured chemical shift of gold
and SiO2 layer has the same origin and gold layer behaves similar to the SiO2 layer.
Table 16. Binding energy values when external bias is applied to Au/SiO2/Si system
Si4+ Au BE (Si4+-Au) Si4+ / Si Au / Si4+
Gold particles obtained from aqueous solution
+10 V 103.45 84.50 18.95
Grounded 103.60 84.70 18.90 1.7 0.17
-10 V 103.90 84.90 18.90
Gold particles chemically reduced by NaBH4
+10 V 103.85 84.50 19.35
Grounded 104.20 85.10 19.10 2.0 0.10
-10 V 104.50 85.20 19.30
Citrate capped gold particles
+10 V 104.30 84.90 19.40
Grounded 104.60 85.30 19.30 2.3 0.30
-10 V 104.80 85.50 19.30
4.7 Measurement of the Auger Parameter
One remarkable feature of the Auger Parameter is that it is independent of the binding
energy changes resulting from charging effects. Since difference between the binding
energies of two electrons that are emitted from the same sample is taken to calculate the
Auger Parameter, shifts of two peaks occuring in the same direction with the same
amount cancel each other.
As given Table 17, the Auger Parameter remains constant while peak ratio of Au0 to
Si4+ changes from 2.33 to 1.61 indicating that Auger Parameter is independent on peak
ratio and the angle of detection.
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Table 17. Auger Parameter data for Angle Resolved XPS technique
Electron
take-off angle
Peak ratio
(Au / Si4+)
Peak ratio
(Si4+ / Si)
Auger parameter difference
(Si4+ - Si)
30o 2.33 7.27 3.86
90o 1.61 3.97 3.83
Figure 52. Spectra of sample measured using Angle Resolved XPS technique at 90o
and 30o
Data tabulated in Table 18 is obtained when one calculates Auger Parameter of a
sample consisting of gold particles on SiO2/Si system. Although binding energy
difference between Si4+ and Si peaks changes about 400 meV at ± 10V, Auger parameter
changes only about 60 meV, which is approximately in error range of XPS (50 meV).
The small change in Auger Parameter value compared to the change of difference in
binding energies of Si4+ and Si peaks indicates that the chemical shift measured during
the application of DC-Bias is solely due to charging.
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Table 18. Measured Si 2p binding and SiKLL kinetic energies of the sample
containing gold particles on SiO2/Si system deposited from aqueous solution, together
with the Auger Parameters (Si0 2p peak is correlated to 99.50 eV and Si0KLL peak is
correlated to 1616.40 eV, AP is the abbreviation of Auger Parameter)
Si 2p BE (eV) SiKLL KE (eV) AP
Si4+ DBE Si4+ DKE Si4+ Si0 DAP
+10 V 103.34 3.84 1608.63 -7.77 1711.97 1715.90 3.93
Grnd 103.63 4.13 1608.41 -7.99 1712.04 1715.90 3.86
-10 V 103.74 4.24 1608.24 -8.16 1711.98 1715.90 3.92
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The main emphasis of this work is to elucidate the factors affecting the measured
chemical shift of Au 4f peak on the SiO2/Si substrate. It is well-known that binding
energy difference between Si4+ and Si0 increases as the oxide thickness increases. It is
also observed that binding energy of Au0 shifts similar to Si4+ peak so that binding energy
difference between Au0 and Si4+ remains constant as the oxide thickness changes. Similar
trend is also observed upon application of an external bias, supporting our finding that
SiO2 layer could be chosen as reference point rather than Si substrate. Using gold layers
prepared by PVD method, the binding energy Si4+ 2p has been assigned to 103.43 ± 0.05
eV.
Au particles have mostly been deposited from aqueous solution. Investigations
performed with Au particles deposited from aqueous solution have shown that Au3+ is
reduced during X-ray exposure since Au0/Si4+ peak ratio increases exponentially. Since
the binding energy of Au0 also decreases exponentially and approaches to that of bulk
gold indicating possibly a nucleation process, it is concluded that reduction and
nucleation processes occur at the same time. Exponential decrease in FWHM value of
Au0 has given another evidence to the nucleation and growth of Au0 particles. It is also
observed that total Au –Au3+ and Au0- to Si4+ peak ratio increases during X-ray exposure
which may be attributed to the decrease in differential charging of Au0 particles resulting
in an increase in the number of photoelectrons emitted. Angle Resolved XPS method,
which is used to obtain information about the structure of gold particles deposited from
aqueous solution, supported the idea that Au0 particles prefer to grow three-dimensionally
(island-like model) rather than two-dimensionally. But in all cases, the measured binding
energy of the Au0 particles (ca. 84.30 ± 0.05 eV) cannot reach the bulk value (84.00 ±
0.05 eV).
Capped Au0 particles and chemically reduced (NaBH4) gold particles have also been
deposited on SiO2/Si system. Similar to the aqueous system, the binding energy
difference between Au0 and Si4+ does not change significantly while that between Si4+
and Si0 changes due to oxide thickness. The binding energy of capped gold particles is
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determined as 84.00 ± 0.05 eV, close to that of bulk gold. This coincidence for capped
gold particles may be due to the fact that final state effects (particle-size) and charging
effect cancel each other. When citrate capped Au0 particles have also been deposited on
quartz and glass, a shift of about 0.15 eV has been observed that may be a result of
differential charging between gold layer and the substrate or the cluster-size or the
combination of them. Vis-absorption and electrophoresis studies have complemented our
findings that capped gold particles aggregate reversibly (i.e. they do not coagulate) when
they are deposited on SiO2/Si system and transferred back to solution and their partial
negative charge which may contribute to the measured chemical shift.
The derived Auger Parameters have also given evidence that the chemical shift
measured during the application of external bias is solely due to charging.
Effect of substrate to gold particles was discussed throughout this thesis. For further
studies, intensity, FWHM and binding energy parameters of Si4+ peak belonging to
SiO2/Si and Au/ SiO2/Si systems may be compared to investigate the effect of gold
particles to the substrate.
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